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Doggy Spa and Laundry Room 

The sky is the limit when it comes to the laundry room. Here the designer kept the fur-babies at 

the center of this design. The ability to complete all laundry needs and have a personalized space 

for pets, keeps the home functioning at the capability the family needs. In this multifunctional 

space, the contemporary styling was implemented throughout with recessed panels, simple tiling, 

and sleek hardware.  

About the Design 

Pets are significant members of the family, so why not create a doggy spa? Complete with a spot 

for them to sleep, eat, and a place to bathe them. Since this space has the potential to get grimy, 

the color palette is a mid-tone gray to hide all the dirt and hair. Doing laundry can be tedious, 

mundane and a little stressful but in this space, doing laundry can be more satisfying with the 

pets around. Wellborn’s Premier Series was used throughout this design, with the Saybrook door 

style in Maple and complete in the newly launched Gray Mist with a Granite glaze. The Saybrook 

door is from Wellborn’s Medium Density Fiberboard Door Collection. Every drawer and door have 

the soft close mechanism, and they close tight to the cabinet frame with just a touch. The 

cabinetry has quality 5/8” hardwood dovetail joints providing strength and durability for a lifetime. 

The gray tones are at the core of any contemporary interior scheme and provide the crisp and 

clean foundations needed to incorporate the look. The green tiling and wall color are subtle accent 

colors which enhance the overarching contemporary feel.  
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Functional Island 

The island has a dual purpose in this space, folding clothes and grooming the pet. With matching 

end panels, the island complements the rest of the room. Space in the laundry room is usually 

limited, but here, there’s plenty of space to finish laundry needs. The top of the island opens, and 

the two doors fold over the sides of the island, allowing for complete grooming capabilities. If the 

pup needs a small haircut, there are functional outlets on the island so the cords won’t create a 

tangled mess. After the haircut, throw the excess pet hair into the cutout of the island which ends 

up neatly in the trash can. This hardworking island is dressed in sliding shelves and a utensil 

divider to keep brushes and grooming tools neatly organized. Completing the look of the island, 

matching base end panels were applied to compliment the door facings for a more custom look. 

On the back of the island Wainscot base panels were applied to complete the custom look.  

Island 

Island Cutout with Wastebasket—

Field Install  

Wainscot Base Panels 

Matching End Panel 
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Utensil Divider 

Sliding Shelves 

Rack It Up 

A rod in the laundry room offers extra assistance for such a small addition. You can hang a lot of 

pieces of clothing on a hanging rod to allow for air drying items. Hanging clothing creates more 

space for the laundry room. Installing Hafele’s Loox lighting program created quicker accessibility 

which adds to the functionality of the room. A flushed bottom under the cabinet provides a 

pleasant finished look instead of an undeveloped look that doesn’t match.  

Hanging Rod with Hafele’s Loox 

Lighting Program  

Upper Cabinet with 

Flushed Bottom—

YouDrawIt 
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A Comfy Spot to Nap 

Kennels take up so much floor space. Many dogs love the feeling of being in an enclosed area. It 

makes them feel safe and secure. This indoor doghouse, built underneath the sink by an apron 

front sink base, makes the perfect space for a pet.  

Sliding Buffet 

Too often dog bowls are left out in the open waiting to be knocked over. In this design, the food and 

water bowls are stored right underneath the sleeping area. This is made possible with Wellborn’s 

YouDrawIt program. This personalized feature was created using a wastebasket base cabinet with 

a toe kick drawer installed. Controlling the pet’s diet is made simple, with the touch of your foot, 

these bowls slide in and out. Storing food is also a challenge; but here, Wellborn’s wastebasket 

bins are great for keeping dog food fresh and stored safely. Also, take advantage of the extra bin 

and buy extra dog food when it’s on sale.  

Wastebasket Pullout 

Apron Front Sink Base with Toe 

Kick Pet Bowls Pullout—

YouDrawIt 

Dirty Dog Station 

A pet-washing station like the one here is great for washing 

off mud, lake water or that strange smell the dog just rolled 

in. Tiled walls surround the shower base, and a low-

mounted, hand-held showerhead makes it easy to hose 

down the dog. The height of the frameless glass enclosure is 

fitted perfectly for pets but also the perfect height for the 

owner to eliminate back pain. The floating shelves above the 

bathing station allow for easier access to shampoos and 

other necessities. Below these shelves is Hafele’s Loox 

lighting program which makes it easier to see. After bathing, 

getting in and out of the shower may be extremely slippery, 

so these steps make it much easier for your fresh new 

puppy.  
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Excellence Is in the Details  

With the dual-purpose characteristic of this room, organization is essential.  To the left of the sink, 

the drawer houses a base canister organizer pullout for doggy snacks, treats, and detergent. Next 

to this drawer is a wastebasket pullout designed for waste or separating dirty clothes. Above the 

wastebasket pullout is a cutlery divider which is perfect for keeping laundry essentials neatly 

tucked away. On the upper cabinetry, there are flushed finished ends creating an upscale look in 

this laundry room. In addition to the upscale look, under the upper cabinets are shaker light rails 

which hide the lighting fixtures that add stunning lighting. Hafele’s Loox lighting program was 

used throughout the space for easier accessibility.  

Shaker Light 

Rail 

Hafele’s Puck Lighting 

Cutlery Divider 

Base Canister 

Organizer Pullout 

Cabinet 

Flushed Finished End 
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Upper Cabinetry with 

Flushed Bottom—

YouDrawIt 

Excellence Is in the Details 

At the top of the cabinetry, there are two layers of molding; large step cove crown and 

contemporary Fascia, to add to the higher end ambiance. The tall corner cabinet is an easy reach 

corner cabinet which is prepped with lighting strips on the interior. The stacked washer and dryer 

unit are encased in refrigerator end panels complimenting the seamless design and topped with 

two cabinets for more storage. The open shelving above the sink add to the contemporary look of 

this space, and the lighting ties it all together matching the pet bed lights.  

Large Step Cove Crown and 

Contemporary Fascia  

Hafele 

Lighting 

Easy Reach 

Corner Cabinet 

Refrigerator End Panel  

Wastebasket Pullout 


